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Wood is a natural product – irregularities in the way it has
grown, its colour and its texture are signs of its authenticity. Knots, sapwood, cracks and medullary rays, which
are a consequence of grading, emphasise the ﬂooring’s
natural characteristics.
The surfaces of MeisterParquet. longlife and Lindura
wood ﬂooring have an HDF core, so they are highly pressure-resistant and quiet. They are also perfect for rooms
with hot water underﬂoor heating systems. Alpine ﬂame
planks are particularly natural parquet ﬂooring planks
made from 100% naturally grown wood.
Lindura is an innovative real wooden ﬂoor featuring a real
wood covering layer that is fused with wood powder. This
makes the ﬂooring exceptionally resistant to pressure.
The same cleaning and maintenance advice applies to
all three products. We stock the relevant Dr. Schutz and
HAIN cleaning products. We recommend buying a care
set when purchasing your ﬂooring.
The way MeisterParquet. longlife and Lindura wood
ﬂooring is made means it is more durable than normal
parquet or wooden ﬂooring – but just like the Alpine
ﬂame planks, it is not scratch-proof!
To keep your ﬂoor in good condition, it is important that
you observe the following instructions:
| Chairs and tables must always be ﬁtted with
felt glides
| To prevent ofﬁce chairs from leaving roll marks, use
a protective ofﬁce mat or castors that conform to the
type W standard
| Placing dirt trapper mats or runners in entrance
areas minimises dirt ingress (e.g. sand, grit, small
stones)

Maintaining and cleaning
MEISTER wooden ﬂoors
with a lacquered ﬁnish
Our ﬂooring is generally supplied to the customer with a ﬁnish
that is ready for residential use. The initial cleaning, which takes
place as soon as the ﬂooring has been installed, uses Wood and
Cork Floor Cleaner diluted with water to a ratio of 1:200 (one
graduation mark of the bottle’s contents with ten litres of water).
Dry vacuuming or sweeping is sufﬁcient for cleaning everyday dirt.
For regular cleaning, we recommend damp mopping using Wood
and Cork Floor Cleaner that has been diluted with water to a ratio
of 1:200.

Overview of cleaning and
protective care agents
for lacquered wooden ﬂooring
Dr. Schutz Wood and
Cork Floor Cleaner
| For the initial cleaning
following installation and
regular cleaning
| For lacquered parquet and
Lindura ﬂooring
| Damp mopping
(one graduation mark of the
bottle’s contents diluted with
ten litres of water)

Dr. Schutz Wood & Cork
Floor Polish matt
| Provides additional
protection for lacquered parquet
and Lindura ﬂooring
| Apply the undiluted product
in an even layer

Maintaining, cleaning and
preserving MEISTER
wooden ﬂoors with
a naturally oiled ﬁnish
Our ﬂooring is generally supplied to the customer with a
ﬁnish that is ready for residential use. The initial cleaning, which takes place as soon as the ﬂooring has been
installed, uses Premium Wood Soap or Hain Special Soap
diluted with water to a ratio of 1:200. An initial application
of Premium Care Oil or Hain Care Balm will result in even
better and longer-lasting surface protection.
We generally recommend an initial application of the care
oil for areas that are particularly subjected to wear, such
as hallways, kitchens, dining rooms, open living areas with
direct outdoor access and any commercial areas. Using
a disk bufﬁng machine (e.g. FloorBoy) and a white pad
makes it possible for the layer of oil to be applied and
rubbed in particularly effectively and evenly.
We recommend the following treatment products:
| Dr. Schutz Premium Care Oil
| Dr. Schutz Premium Care Oil white
(for white oiled surfaces)
| Hain Care Balm
Dry vacuuming or sweeping is sufﬁcient for cleaning
everyday dirt. For regular cleaning, we recommend damp
mopping using Premium Wood Soap or Hain Special Soap
that has been diluted with water to a ratio of 1:200.

Further information on cleaning
and caring for MEISTER wood ﬂooring
can be found here:
https://www.meister.com/en/advice/
care/clean-parquet.html

Overview of cleaning and
protective care agents for
naturally oiled wooden ﬂooring

Dr. Schutz
Premium Care Oil
| Provides optimum protection
for naturally oiled parquet
and Lindura ﬂooring
| Apply the undiluted product
in an even layer and rub it
in with a white pad
(ideally using a disk bufﬁng
machine*)

Dr. Schutz
Premium Care Oil white
| Provides optimum protection
for naturally oiled parquet
and Lindura ﬂooring with
white oiled surfaces
| Apply the undiluted product
in an even layer and rub it
in with a white pad
(ideally using a disk bufﬁng
machine*)

Dr. Schutz
Premium Wood Soap
| Initial cleaning following
installation and regular
cleaning and care for naturally oiled parquet
and Lindura ﬂooring
| Damp mopping
(one graduation mark of
the bottle’s contents diluted
with ten litres of water)

Dr. Schutz
Premium Wood Soap
white
| Initial cleaning following
installation and regular
cleaning for naturally oiled
parquet and Lindura ﬂooring
with white oiled surfaces
| Damp mopping
(one graduation mark of
the bottle’s contents diluted
with ten litres of water)

*FloorBoy disk bufﬁng machine
with a white pad

| Perfect for the even application
and rubbing in of high quality
care products; with a white pad
| The recommended tool for the
initial application of Dr. Schutz
Premium Care Oil
| Can be rented from a good
specialist retailer near you

Hain
Special Soap
| Initial cleaning following
installation and regular cleaning for Alpine ﬂame planks
| Damp mopping (diluted with
water to a ratio of 1:200)

Hain
Care Balm
| Provides optimum protection
for Alpine ﬂame planks
| Apply the undiluted
product in an even layer
and rub it in with a white pad
(ideally using a disk bufﬁng
machine*)
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